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The Arts in Kindergarten

In kindergarten, students learn the arts through exploring and creating.  Teachers guide 
children through questioning them to think and talk about their work.  Students explore 
a variety of materials and begin to learn correct arts vocabulary.

Because children act in their everyday play, it is a natural step to engage them through 
stories, music, and games.  Students work as individuals, in small groups, or as a class in 
structured play.  Kindergarten students are focused on the “gathering” stage of the creative 
process.  Providing many opportunities to play characters, move to music, sing, and experi-
ment with a variety of art media allows for appropriate development at this stage.  It is impor-
tant for students to experience the joy of creating with classmates.  The teacher encourages 
participation, observes the students’ response to the activities, as well as their ability to listen 
and follow the instructions.  In a friendly, supportive environment, students are able to build a 
solid foundation of literacy and develop the ability to reason, express, and communicate.

Taking turns, listening, and following directions are skills that are practiced.  All students are 
supported and encouraged for their level of participation.  Boundaries and expectations need 
to be defined so that students know when to talk, listen, move, or be still in order to be safe 
and free to create.  At this grade level, it is more important for the students to experience the 
arts rather than to have full comprehension of the concepts.  Questions are geared to test 
physical response to directions (e.g., “Can you form a circle by the time I count to ten?”).  
Feedback focuses on levels of participation and adherence to procedures.

Students enjoy playing together and seeing what others do.  The teacher and students watch, 
recognize, and encourage one another in their efforts.

Pet Day - Chloe Lawrence
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Arts Standards and Benchmarks

Standard 1: Visual Arts – Understand and apply art materials, techniques, and processes  
in the creation of original works of art and understand how the visual arts communicate  
a variety of ideas, feelings, and experiences.

Standard 2: Music – Understand and apply elements of music and understand how music 
communicates ideas, feelings, and experiences across cultures.

Standard 3: Drama and Theatre – Understand and apply the skills of acting, design, and  
technical theatre and understand the role of drama in various cultures throughout history.

Standard 4: Dance – Understand and apply elements of dance, appreciate how dance  
communicates meaning, and recognize its role across cultures and throughout history.
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ARTS STANDARDS and BENCHMARKS

Standard 1: Visual Arts – ���������� ��� ����� ��� ���������� ����������� ��� ��������� �� ��� �������� ��

�������� ����� �� ��� ��� ���������� ��� ��� ������ ���� ����������� � ������� �� ������ ��������� ��� ������������

Standard 2: Music – ���������� ��� ����� �������� �� ����� ��� ���������� ��� ����� ������������

������ ��������� ��� ����������� ������ ���������

Standard 3: Drama and Theatre – ���������� ��� ����� ��� ������ �� ������� ������� ��� ��������� �������

��� ���������� ��� ���� �� ����� �� ������� �������� ���������� ��������

Standard 4: Dance - ���������� ��� ����� �������� �� ������ ���������� ��� ����� ������������ ��������

��� ��������� ��� ���� ������ �������� ��� ���������� ��������

Topic Code Benchmark

FA.K.1.1

FA.K.1.2
��� ��������������� ����������� ��� �����������

��� ��������������� ����������� ��� ������ ����� ��� ����������

FA.K.2.1

FA.K.2.2
��� ������� ����� �� ���� ����� ������� �������� �� ����������� ������

����������� ������ �������������� �� ���� ��� ���� ����� ��� ����� ���� ���

����� ���� ��� �����

FA.K.3.1 ������� ��������� ����������

How the Arts are

Organized

FA.K.4.1 ��� ����� ������� ������ ��� ���� �� ���� �� ��������� �����

Topic Code Benchmark

FA.K.1.3

FA.K.1.4
������ ��� ���� ��������� �������� ����� � �������� ��������

������� ����������� ��� ���������� ����� �� ����

FA.K.2.3 ��� �� ���������� �� �������� � ������ ���� ����� ������� ����� ��� �������

������

FA.K.3.2 ������� ��� ���������� ������������ ����� ����� ��������� ����������

How the Arts

Communicate

FA.K.4.2

FA.K.4.3
������ ��������� ���� ��������� ������ �������� ��� �������

��� �������� �� ������� �� � ������� �� �������� ���� �� �������� ������ ������

������ ��� ������

Topic Code Benchmark

FA.K.1.5 ������� ��� ������� ���� ��� ������� �� ����� �� �� ����������� ��� ���� �������

�� ���� ����� �� �� �������

FA.K.2.4 �������� ������� ������� �� ����� ���� ��� �� ����� �� ����� ���� ��� ����� ��������

FA.K.3.3 ����������� ��� �������� ���� ���� �������� ���� �� ������� ����� �����������

How the Arts

Shape and

Reflect Culture

FA.K.4.4 ������� � ���������������� ����� ���� ������� ��������
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Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, 
songs, or images – are organized.  Just as the elements 
of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into  
a variety of forms (essays, poems), so are the arts  
organized by elements and principles.

ORGANIZED ArtsHOW THE ARE
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��������� ��� ������� ��� ���� �� ����� ���� �����
Teachers are encouraged to connect the fine arts topics with content in other areas. Examples of possible

benchmark connections are listed below.

�������� ����
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

�������� ���� ����������

�������� Recognize the spoken correspond to printed words, how letters and words are oriented on the page,

and that words are read from left to right across the page.

�������� Produce basic rhymes in orally presented words.

�������� Use words to describe location, size, color, shape, and concepts, (e.g. same, different, fast, slow) in

speaking situations.

�������� Retell familiar stories, using beginning, middle, and ending.

�������� Present events in chronological order.

���� �����

��� ��� ���� ������������ Students also come to understand that the arts exist for a variety of purposes, or

functions. Artists make work to communicate. By studying “How the Arts Communicate,” students build literacy

and develop critical thinking, analysis, and interpretive skills.

�������� ���� ����������

�������� Retell familiar stories, using beginning, middle and ending.

�������� Identify characters and setting in a story read aloud.

�������� Describe familiar topics and convey thoughts, ideas, and basic information using pictures and

phonetically spelled words.

�������� Add detail to drawings and other products with simple descriptive words.

�������� Express ideas through simple activities (e.g., creative movement, choral speaking, show and tell,

rhymes, poems and songs).

�������� Retell familiar stories, using beginning, middle and ending.

����
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

���� ����������

�������� Identify common geometric shapes (e.g., circle, square, rectangle, triangle).

�������� Use slides, flips and turns to solve puzzles.

�������� Use positional words to describe an object’s location (e.g., up, down, above, under, inside, etc.).

�������� Demonstrate repeating patterns involving shapes, objects, sounds, and movements.

��������� Sort objects or people according to stated attributes.

Framework for Linking the Arts to other Core Areas

Students explore how works of art – dance, scenes, 
songs, or images – are organized.  Just as the elements 
of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into  
a variety of forms (essays, poems), so are the arts  
organized by elements and principles.

Language Arts

ORGANIZED ArtsHOW THE ARE

Students also come to understand that the arts exist 
for a variety of purposes, or functions.  Artists make 
work to communicate.  By studying “How the Arts 
Communicate,” students build literacy and develop 
critical thinking, analysis, and interpretive skills.

COMMUNICATE ArtsHOW THE
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��������� ��� ������� ��� ���� �� ����� ���� �����
Teachers are encouraged to connect the fine arts topics with content in other areas. Examples of possible

benchmark connections are listed below.

�������� ����
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

�������� ���� ����������

�������� Recognize the spoken correspond to printed words, how letters and words are oriented on the page,

and that words are read from left to right across the page.

�������� Produce basic rhymes in orally presented words.

�������� Use words to describe location, size, color, shape, and concepts, (e.g. same, different, fast, slow) in

speaking situations.

�������� Retell familiar stories, using beginning, middle, and ending.

�������� Present events in chronological order.

���� �����

��� ��� ���� ������������ Students also come to understand that the arts exist for a variety of purposes, or

functions. Artists make work to communicate. By studying “How the Arts Communicate,” students build literacy

and develop critical thinking, analysis, and interpretive skills.

�������� ���� ����������

�������� Retell familiar stories, using beginning, middle and ending.

�������� Identify characters and setting in a story read aloud.

�������� Describe familiar topics and convey thoughts, ideas, and basic information using pictures and

phonetically spelled words.

�������� Add detail to drawings and other products with simple descriptive words.

�������� Express ideas through simple activities (e.g., creative movement, choral speaking, show and tell,

rhymes, poems and songs).

�������� Retell familiar stories, using beginning, middle and ending.

����
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

���� ����������

�������� Identify common geometric shapes (e.g., circle, square, rectangle, triangle).

�������� Use slides, flips and turns to solve puzzles.

�������� Use positional words to describe an object’s location (e.g., up, down, above, under, inside, etc.).

�������� Demonstrate repeating patterns involving shapes, objects, sounds, and movements.

��������� Sort objects or people according to stated attributes.
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��������� ��� ������� ��� ���� �� ����� ���� �����
Teachers are encouraged to connect the fine arts topics with content in other areas. Examples of possible

benchmark connections are listed below.

�������� ����
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

�������� ���� ����������

�������� Recognize the spoken correspond to printed words, how letters and words are oriented on the page,

and that words are read from left to right across the page.

�������� Produce basic rhymes in orally presented words.

�������� Use words to describe location, size, color, shape, and concepts, (e.g. same, different, fast, slow) in

speaking situations.

�������� Retell familiar stories, using beginning, middle, and ending.

�������� Present events in chronological order.

���� �����

��� ��� ���� ������������ Students also come to understand that the arts exist for a variety of purposes, or

functions. Artists make work to communicate. By studying “How the Arts Communicate,” students build literacy

and develop critical thinking, analysis, and interpretive skills.

�������� ���� ����������

�������� Retell familiar stories, using beginning, middle and ending.

�������� Identify characters and setting in a story read aloud.

�������� Describe familiar topics and convey thoughts, ideas, and basic information using pictures and

phonetically spelled words.

�������� Add detail to drawings and other products with simple descriptive words.

�������� Express ideas through simple activities (e.g., creative movement, choral speaking, show and tell,

rhymes, poems and songs).

�������� Retell familiar stories, using beginning, middle and ending.

����
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

���� ����������

�������� Identify common geometric shapes (e.g., circle, square, rectangle, triangle).

�������� Use slides, flips and turns to solve puzzles.

�������� Use positional words to describe an object’s location (e.g., up, down, above, under, inside, etc.).

�������� Demonstrate repeating patterns involving shapes, objects, sounds, and movements.

��������� Sort objects or people according to stated attributes.

Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, 
songs, or images – are organized.  Just as the elements 
of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into  
a variety of forms (essays, poems), so are the arts  
organized by elements and principles.

Math

ORGANIZED ArtsHOW THE ARE
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�� ������������

����
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

���� ����������

�������� Identify common geometric shapes (e.g., circle, square, rectangle, triangle).

�������� Use slides, flips and turns to solve puzzles.

�������� Use positional words to describe an object’s location (e.g., up, down, above, under, inside, etc.).

�������� Demonstrate repeating patterns involving shapes, objects, sounds, and movements.

��������� Sort objects or people according to stated attributes.

�������
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

������� ����������

�������� Use the senses to make observations.

�������� Ask questions about the world around them.

�������� Identify similarities and differences between plants and animals.

�������� Identify differences between living and non-living things.

�������� Classify objects by their attributes (e.g., physical properties, materials of which they are made).

�������� Identify different types of celestial objects seen in the day and night sky (e.g., sun, moon, stars).

������ �������
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

������ ������� ����������

�������� Use terms to describe relative location (e.g., above/below, near/far, left/right, and cardinal directions).

���� �����

��� ��� ���� ����� ��� ������� �������� The arts also connect people across time and cultures. Through the

study of the arts, students gain a greater understanding of their own culture as well as prepare for global

citizenship.

���� ������ ������� ����������

�������� Explain how and why people from different cultures observe different holidays/celebrations.

Science
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�� ������������

����
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

���� ����������

�������� Identify common geometric shapes (e.g., circle, square, rectangle, triangle).

�������� Use slides, flips and turns to solve puzzles.

�������� Use positional words to describe an object’s location (e.g., up, down, above, under, inside, etc.).

�������� Demonstrate repeating patterns involving shapes, objects, sounds, and movements.

��������� Sort objects or people according to stated attributes.

�������
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

������� ����������

�������� Use the senses to make observations.

�������� Ask questions about the world around them.

�������� Identify similarities and differences between plants and animals.

�������� Identify differences between living and non-living things.

�������� Classify objects by their attributes (e.g., physical properties, materials of which they are made).

�������� Identify different types of celestial objects seen in the day and night sky (e.g., sun, moon, stars).

������ �������
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

������ ������� ����������

�������� Use terms to describe relative location (e.g., above/below, near/far, left/right, and cardinal directions).

���� �����

��� ��� ���� ����� ��� ������� �������� The arts also connect people across time and cultures. Through the

study of the arts, students gain a greater understanding of their own culture as well as prepare for global

citizenship.

���� ������ ������� ����������

�������� Explain how and why people from different cultures observe different holidays/celebrations.

Students explore how works of art – dance, scenes, 
songs, or images – are organized.  Just as the elements 
of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into  
a variety of forms (essays, poems), so are the arts  
organized by elements and principles.

Social Studies
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�� ������������

����
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

���� ����������

�������� Identify common geometric shapes (e.g., circle, square, rectangle, triangle).

�������� Use slides, flips and turns to solve puzzles.

�������� Use positional words to describe an object’s location (e.g., up, down, above, under, inside, etc.).

�������� Demonstrate repeating patterns involving shapes, objects, sounds, and movements.

��������� Sort objects or people according to stated attributes.

�������
���� �����
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organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

������� ����������

�������� Use the senses to make observations.

�������� Ask questions about the world around them.

�������� Identify similarities and differences between plants and animals.

�������� Identify differences between living and non-living things.

�������� Classify objects by their attributes (e.g., physical properties, materials of which they are made).

�������� Identify different types of celestial objects seen in the day and night sky (e.g., sun, moon, stars).

������ �������
���� �����

��� ��� ���� ��� ���������� Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, songs, or images – are

organized. Just as the elements of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into a variety of forms (essays,

poems), so are the arts organized by elements and principles.

������ ������� ����������

�������� Use terms to describe relative location (e.g., above/below, near/far, left/right, and cardinal directions).

���� �����

��� ��� ���� ����� ��� ������� �������� The arts also connect people across time and cultures. Through the

study of the arts, students gain a greater understanding of their own culture as well as prepare for global

citizenship.

���� ������ ������� ����������

�������� Explain how and why people from different cultures observe different holidays/celebrations.

The arts also connect people across time and  
cultures.  Through the study of the arts, students  
gain a greater understanding of their own culture  
as well as prepare for global citizenship.
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Students explore how works of arts – dance, scenes, 
songs, or images – are organized.  Just as the elements 
of writing (words, sentences) can be organized into  
a variety of forms (essays, poems), so are the arts  
organized by elements and principles.
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���� ���������� ������

������ Shapes In Pairs ������ K ��� �����������

Visual Arts

���� ������

30 Minutes

������ ��������� Students create artwork arranging geometric shapes in a composition.

������� 4. Quality Work; 5. Effective Communicator

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA.K.1.2: Uses developmentally appropriate art media, tools,

and processes.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Consistently uses

developmentally

appropriate art media,

tools, and processes.

Usually uses

developmentally

appropriate art media,

tools, and processes.

Sometimes uses

developmentally

appropriate art media,

tools, and processes.

Rarely uses

developmentally

appropriate art media,

tools, and processes.

��� ���� ����������� geometric shapes (circle, square, rectangle, triangle, oval); focus; outlining

������� ���� ���������� Geometric Shapes and Their Properties and Relationships – MA.K.5.1: Identify

common geometric shapes.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Consistently identifies

common geometric

shapes.

Usually identifies

common geometric

shapes.

Sometimes identifies

common geometric

shapes.

Rarely identifies common

geometric shapes.

��������� ��� ��� Regular seating.

��������� � ��������� �������

Each student needs:

� 5 pairs of precut matching geometric shapes: (circle, square, triangle, oval, rectangle)

� Black Construction paper (9 x 12)

� Glue

� Oil pastels (with the exception of black and perhaps brown.)

Suggested art prints to share with students:

� Vassily Kandinsky, ����������� ����

� Joseph Albers, �������

� Any art print with geometric shapes

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� the elements of line, shape, and color. However, this lesson could

be used as an introduction to the elements of shape and color.

�������� ����� Designate a “gallery space” where students can place their artwork upon completion to share with

the class. This can be a big table or a cleared space on the floor. It should be a place that students can gather

around to look at the artwork and to reflect at the end of the lesson.
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�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

��
Look at the various examples of art work that show various ��������� ������� lines,

and colors. Can you identify matching shapes and lines in the prints? What is the

feeling you get while looking at the work? What is the artist trying to tell us?

�

��
You are now going to create your own art piece using five paper geometric shapes.

Can you name the five geometric shapes? (Circle, Oval, Square, Rectangle, Triangle)

You have a pair of each of your five shapes.

Try different ways of arranging your shapes in pairs, on your black construction

paper. Try grouping your shapes to create a �����, where you find yourself looking

first. When you find an interesting placement, glue the shapes down on the paper .

Next, use your oil pastels to draw �������� (or borders) around your glued shapes.

Outlines are lines just outside of the shape. Use at least two different colors. Go

slowly to make the best shapes you can.

When you are finished, sign your name in the bottom right corner and place your

artwork in our “gallery space.” Then, clean up your workspace.

Come and gather in our “gallery space.” Let’s look at the work that everyone has

done.

�

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

What geometric shapes did you use in your artwork?

How did you select and arrange the geometric shapes in pairs?

Does your work communicate a feeling? What is it?

Do the lines around the geometric shapes make your artwork more interesting?

Why?

What changes would you make to your artwork? Why?

Do you think artists practice selecting and arranging shapes and colors, before they

made their artwork? Why?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

What geometric shapes can you

identify in the art prints today?

What feeling do you think the artist

is trying to create?

Do you think artists like those who

created the prints we looked at

practiced selecting and arranging

shapes and colors, before they made

their artwork? Why?

What changes would you make to

your artwork? Why?
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���� ���������� ������

������ Story Sequencing ������ K ��� �����������

Visual Arts

���� ������

35 minutes

������ ��������� Students correctly sequence pictures of a book using their knowledge of pattern and

organization to predict the story.

������� 2. Community Contributor; 3. Complex Thinker

���� ���������� How the Arts Shape and Reflect Culture – FA.K.1.5: Explain the concept that all artwork is

meant to be appreciated and some artwork is also meant to be useful.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Explain in great detail, the

concept that all artwork is

meant to be appreciated

and some artwork is also

meant to be useful.

Explain in detail, the

concept that all artwork is

meant to be appreciated

and some artwork is also

meant to be useful.

Explain in some detail,

the concept that all

artwork is meant to be

appreciated and some

artwork is also meant to

be useful.

Explain in minimal detail,

the concept that all

artwork is meant to be

appreciated and some

artwork is also meant to

be useful.

��� ���� ����������� pattern, line, shape, color

������� ���� ���������� Understanding Text Structures – LA.K.2.1: Use pictures and titles to make

predictions about a text.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Make insightful

predictions based on

pictures and titles with

clarity and specific details.

Make predictions about a

text that are likely to be

true based on pictures and

titles.

Make obvious or trivial

predictions about a text,

based on partially on

pictures and titles.

Make predictions not

based on pictures or titles

in a text.

��������� ��� ��� Students are seated as a group on the carpet.

��������� � ��������� �������

� A picture book that demonstrates the elements of line, shape, and color and has a good story structure.

Suggested Example: Harriet Ziefert. Lunchtime for a Purple Snake. Houghton Mifflin/Walter Lorraine Books,

2003. ISBN 0618311335

� Copies of selected pictures from the book, excluding text, that sequentially and pictorially tell the story

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� the elements of line, shape, and color.

Story Sequencing
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�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�
�������� are things that repeat. Stories have patterns, or things that repeat, to help

the reader know what will happen next in the story. This is called prediction.

Readers can make predictions based on pictures in the story. Picture books have

writing and pictures. The artist, who created these pictures, used patterns by

repeating art elements like ������ ������ and ������. This also helps the reader in

predicting.

��
Look at the cover of this book. Look at the title. Can you make a prediction about

the story just from the title? What would that be? Look at the picture. What colors,

shapes, and lines do you see? Can you predict what the story is about from looking

at the picture on the cover? What do you think it is? What clues or details in the

picture make you say this?

I have copied three pictures from the book. I have mixed them up so that they are

not in the order that they appear in the book.

Tell me what you see in this picture. What do you think is happening? What details

in the picture gives you a clue about what is happening?

(Teacher note: Go through each picture and ask similar questions.)

�

� We’ve looked at all the pictures. What order do you think they should go in? Who

can come up here and select the beginning picture? The middle? The end?

�

�� Now, I’ll read the book to you and we will see if we were correct in our predictions.

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Were we correct in our predictions?

Does the artwork help you predict the story? How?

Do you enjoy (appreciate) looking at the artwork as you listen to the story? Why?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe what you see in the

picture. Lines? Shapes? Colors?

What do you think is happening in

this picture? Why?

Does this picture make you feel a

certain way? Explain.

Does the artwork help you predict

the story? How?

Do you enjoy (appreciate) looking at

the artwork as you listen to the

story? Why?
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�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�
�������� are things that repeat. Stories have patterns, or things that repeat, to help

the reader know what will happen next in the story. This is called prediction.

Readers can make predictions based on pictures in the story. Picture books have

writing and pictures. The artist, who created these pictures, used patterns by

repeating art elements like ������ ������ and ������. This also helps the reader in

predicting.

��
Look at the cover of this book. Look at the title. Can you make a prediction about

the story just from the title? What would that be? Look at the picture. What colors,

shapes, and lines do you see? Can you predict what the story is about from looking

at the picture on the cover? What do you think it is? What clues or details in the

picture make you say this?

I have copied three pictures from the book. I have mixed them up so that they are

not in the order that they appear in the book.

Tell me what you see in this picture. What do you think is happening? What details

in the picture gives you a clue about what is happening?

(Teacher note: Go through each picture and ask similar questions.)

�

� We’ve looked at all the pictures. What order do you think they should go in? Who

can come up here and select the beginning picture? The middle? The end?

�

�� Now, I’ll read the book to you and we will see if we were correct in our predictions.

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Were we correct in our predictions?

Does the artwork help you predict the story? How?

Do you enjoy (appreciate) looking at the artwork as you listen to the story? Why?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe what you see in the

picture. Lines? Shapes? Colors?

What do you think is happening in

this picture? Why?

Does this picture make you feel a

certain way? Explain.

Does the artwork help you predict

the story? How?

Do you enjoy (appreciate) looking at

the artwork as you listen to the

story? Why?
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���� ���������� ������

������ Directions ������ K ��� �����������

Music

���� ������

30 minutes

������ ��������� Students create sounds with their voice to reflect high/low, short/long, loud/quiet, fast/slow.

������� 5. Effective Communicator

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA�K.2.2: Demonstrate simple representation of high and low,

short and long, loud and soft, fast and slow.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Demonstrate an extensive

variety of simple

representations of high

and low, short and long,

loud and soft, and fast

and slow.

Demonstrate a variety of

simple representations of

high and low, short and

long, loud and soft, and

fast and slow.

Demonstrate some simple

representations of high

and low, short and long,

loud and soft, and fast

and slow.

Demonstrate one or two

simple representations of

high and low, short and

long, loud and soft, and

fast and slow.

��� ���� ����������� voice: speaking, calling, whispering, singing; high/low, loud/quiet, echo

������� ���� ���������� Physical Characteristics in Spatial Terms – SS.K.7.2: Use terms to describe relative

location (i.e., above/below, near/far, left/right, and cardinal directions).

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Use terms to describe

relative location, with

accuracy.

Use terms to describe

relative location, with no

significant errors.

Use terms to describe

relative location, with a

few significant errors.

Use terms to describe

relative location, with

many significant errors.

��������� ��� ��� Cleared space for students to sit on the floor in a circle or group.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Slide whistle

� Large compass drawn on a chart so students can easily read the directions of north, south, east, west

� Card with an arrow drawn on it

� CD player and/or VCR/TV

� Bobby McFerrin. Spontaneous Inventions. VHS Wea/Atlantic, 1987. (Available at Borders Bookstore,

Amazon.com)

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� how to use their voices to make sounds and have experiences with

up/down – high/low, loud/quiet.
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���� ���������� ������

������ Directions ������ K ��� �����������

Music

���� ������

30 minutes

������ ��������� Students create sounds with their voice to reflect high/low, short/long, loud/quiet, fast/slow.

������� 5. Effective Communicator

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA�K.2.2: Demonstrate simple representation of high and low,

short and long, loud and soft, fast and slow.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Demonstrate an extensive

variety of simple

representations of high

and low, short and long,

loud and soft, and fast

and slow.

Demonstrate a variety of

simple representations of

high and low, short and

long, loud and soft, and

fast and slow.

Demonstrate some simple

representations of high

and low, short and long,

loud and soft, and fast

and slow.

Demonstrate one or two

simple representations of

high and low, short and

long, loud and soft, and

fast and slow.

��� ���� ����������� voice: speaking, calling, whispering, singing; high/low, loud/quiet, echo

������� ���� ���������� Physical Characteristics in Spatial Terms – SS.K.7.2: Use terms to describe relative

location (i.e., above/below, near/far, left/right, and cardinal directions).

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Use terms to describe

relative location, with

accuracy.

Use terms to describe

relative location, with no

significant errors.

Use terms to describe

relative location, with a

few significant errors.

Use terms to describe

relative location, with

many significant errors.

��������� ��� ��� Cleared space for students to sit on the floor in a circle or group.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Slide whistle

� Large compass drawn on a chart so students can easily read the directions of north, south, east, west

� Card with an arrow drawn on it

� CD player and/or VCR/TV

� Bobby McFerrin. Spontaneous Inventions. VHS Wea/Atlantic, 1987. (Available at Borders Bookstore,

Amazon.com)

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� how to use their voices to make sounds and have experiences with

up/down – high/low, loud/quiet.
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�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

(Teacher note: Sing hello to students and have them sing back answers. Then ask

"how are you feeling" using a ��������������������������� �����. Answers should be

a reflection of teacher's voice. Do this as a group and then with individuals.)

�

�

�

Listen to my roller coaster (slide whistle) and ���� the sound with your �����.

Now see if you can follow the sound with your whole body. (Students stand and

move up and down, following the sound.)

�

� Everyone copy me. Put your hand out in front of you. Imagine our hand is an

elevator. What do elevators do? You need to use your voice to power the elevator

up or down� The higher or lower your voice goes, will determine how ���� or ���

the elevator will go. This elevator goes from the basement to the 10th floor. See if

you can get your voice ����� the 5th floor. Now, can you make your voice go �����

the first floor to the basement.

�

�� Now, we’re going to play a direction game. Look at this chart with a compass in the

middle. I’m going to place this card with an arrow in the middle of the compass. If I

point it up and move it up, what direction am I going? It’s called north. If I point

the arrow down and move it down, I’m moving south. Can we make our voices

move north and south? As the arrow moves north, let’s see if we can make our

voices go ����. When I move the arrow south, what do you think our voices will

do? Right, it will go ���. Let’s practice moving our voices with the arrow going

north and south.

If I point the arrow to the right and move it on the compass, what direction am I

moving towards? East. Let’s see if we can make our voices get �����, soft as the arrow

moves to the east.

If I flip the arrow and move it in the opposite direction to the left, what do you

think will happen to our voices? Right, it will get ����. Who knows what direction

this is? It is west.

Now, let’s play the game. I’m going to move the arrow up, down, right, left on the

compass. You will move your voice to show where the arrow is moving. Who can tell

me what our voices will do? Who can tell me the other direction words?

Okay, let’s play the game. (Teacher moves the arrow, while students create sounds to

reflect the direction.)

Arrow pointing up = North = Voice goes ����

Arrow pointing down = South = Voice goes ���

Arrow pointing right = East = Voice gets �����, soft

Arrow point left = West = Voice gets ����

� � �

� Listen to and/or watch this short selection/section of music/video with Bobby

McFerrin. This artist uses his voice as an instrument. Notice how many different

sounds he creates in his music (high/low, loud/quiet, fast/slow). How did the

music make you feel?

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

When the arrow points east (west, north south), what happens to your voice? What

other sounds are high? Low? Loud? Quiet?

�

Directions
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������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

(Teacher note: Sing hello to students and have them sing back answers. Then ask

"how are you feeling" using a ��������������������������� �����. Answers should be

a reflection of teacher's voice. Do this as a group and then with individuals.)

�

�

�

Listen to my roller coaster (slide whistle) and ���� the sound with your �����.

Now see if you can follow the sound with your whole body. (Students stand and

move up and down, following the sound.)

�

� Everyone copy me. Put your hand out in front of you. Imagine our hand is an

elevator. What do elevators do? You need to use your voice to power the elevator

up or down� The higher or lower your voice goes, will determine how ���� or ���

the elevator will go. This elevator goes from the basement to the 10th floor. See if

you can get your voice ����� the 5th floor. Now, can you make your voice go �����

the first floor to the basement.

�

�� Now, we’re going to play a direction game. Look at this chart with a compass in the

middle. I’m going to place this card with an arrow in the middle of the compass. If I

point it up and move it up, what direction am I going? It’s called north. If I point

the arrow down and move it down, I’m moving south. Can we make our voices

move north and south? As the arrow moves north, let’s see if we can make our

voices go ����. When I move the arrow south, what do you think our voices will

do? Right, it will go ���. Let’s practice moving our voices with the arrow going

north and south.

If I point the arrow to the right and move it on the compass, what direction am I

moving towards? East. Let’s see if we can make our voices get �����, soft as the arrow

moves to the east.

If I flip the arrow and move it in the opposite direction to the left, what do you

think will happen to our voices? Right, it will get ����. Who knows what direction

this is? It is west.

Now, let’s play the game. I’m going to move the arrow up, down, right, left on the

compass. You will move your voice to show where the arrow is moving. Who can tell

me what our voices will do? Who can tell me the other direction words?

Okay, let’s play the game. (Teacher moves the arrow, while students create sounds to

reflect the direction.)

Arrow pointing up = North = Voice goes ����

Arrow pointing down = South = Voice goes ���

Arrow pointing right = East = Voice gets �����, soft

Arrow point left = West = Voice gets ����

� � �

� Listen to and/or watch this short selection/section of music/video with Bobby

McFerrin. This artist uses his voice as an instrument. Notice how many different

sounds he creates in his music (high/low, loud/quiet, fast/slow). How did the

music make you feel?

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

When the arrow points east (west, north south), what happens to your voice? What

other sounds are high? Low? Loud? Quiet?

�
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���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����
��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

����� ��� ��������� ������ ��� ���

�������� ����� ���� ����� ����

���� �� ���� ����� ���� �����

������

��� �� ��� ���� ���� ���� ����� ��

����� ���� ����� ������

���� ����� ������ ��� ����� ����

����� ������

����� ����� ��������� �� ��� �����

����

���� �������� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

������������ ��� �� ����

����� ����� ���� ��� ��

����� ����� �� ����� ���

����������

������������ ���� �����

����� ��� �� ���

����������� ���� ��� ���

������ ����� ����� �� �����

��� ����������

����� ���� ��� ����� ���

������ ����� ����� �� ����

��� ����� �����������

����� ������� �� ���

������ ����� �� ���� ���

����� �����������
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���� ���������� ������

������ See “S.S.A.W.” (Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter) ������ K ��� �����������

Drama

���� ������

45 minutes

������ ��������� Students create frozen images and movement sequences that reflect their understanding of

specific seasons (in this case, winter) to prepare them for a discussion of how seasons differ and change.

������� 1. Self-Directed Learner

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA.K.3.1: Perform imitative movements.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Perform imitative

movements, with ease,

confidence, and accuracy.

Perform imitative

movements, with minimal

difficulty and no

significant errors.

Perform imitative

movements, with difficulty

and/or a few significant

errors.

Perform imitative

movements, with great

difficulty and/or many

significant errors.

��� ���� ����������� imagination, personal space, body, freeze, action, audience, snapshot

������� ���� ���������� Forces that Shape the Earth – SC.K.8.1: Report and describe weather changes from

day to day and over the seasons.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Report and describe, in

detail, weather changes

from day to day and over

the seasons and identify

weather patterns.

Report and describe

weather changes from day

to day and over the

seasons.

Provide examples of

weather changes from day

to day and over the

seasons.

Give an example of a

weather change.

��������� ��� ��� Clear, open space for movement.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Drum or sticks

� Pictures of winter

� Gail Gibbons. The Reasons for Seasons. Holiday House, Reprint edition, 1996.

� Paper and crayons

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� personal space, how to freeze in place, focus on their own work

and know the words ‘weather’ and ‘season.’

�������� �����

� Use a drum or other percussion instrument to cue freezing and to cue when you want students to begin

carrying out your instructions.

� Use this lesson structure for all seasons. Begin by building on students’ previous knowledge of seasons before

introducing new, descriptive words. Show pictures of the seasons. Prompt students to find reality in their

actions; how they feel, what they would do, and how the season might affect how they move, walk, etc.

See “S.S.A.W.” (Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter)
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�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� What is today’s weather? How has the weather changed from yesterday? How does

the sky look today? How did the sky change from yesterday? How does the weather

make you feel?

�

�

Find your own �������� �����, without touching anyone else. On my cue, show me

how today’s weather makes you feel. And ������. (Teacher note: Describe aloud

what you see students doing.) Show me another way that today’s weather makes you

feel. And ������.

�

� (Teacher note: Half of the group shares.) For the �������� watching, what do you

see? What are they feeling about today’s weather? How are they showing their

feelings? What ������� or movement show how they feel?

� �

� What is “Winter?” How do you know when it is winter? What words describe

winter? (Teacher note: Make a graphic web organizer.)

�

�

Everyone will find their own �������� ����� again so you can create more

“���������.” Show me how it looks to feel cold. And freeze. Now show me what it

looks like to be freezing cold. And freeze. (Teacher note: Continue with others,

such as snow, wet, wind, clouds, snowstorm, ice, mud, slush, hail.)

�

�

What are sounds that we might hear in winter? (Teacher note: Create a list from

student suggestions.) Everyone think quietly and pick one of these sounds. Make

that sound together so we can make this room sound like it is in winter. Ready to

make your sound? Keep your sound going. Listen to the other sounds. What

sounds do you hear?

�

�

Close your eyes and listen closely. We are going on an ��������� trip into winter.

When we get there, show me what you would do and how you would feel. Ready?

You are sitting on a magic carpet. The carpet slowly rises. How does it feel to be in

the sky? What can you see looking over the edge? You see dark clouds gathering. The

wind starts blowing strong and cold. Which parts of your ���� are feeling the cold?

Something falls from the clouds. What do you see? Little flakes are flying around

you, turning your carpet white. As the carpet starts to fly down out of the sky, you

look around and the whole world is white. You can see your breath. The wind is

very cold. The carpet gently lands in the whiteness. Open your eyes.

�

�

As you step off the carpet, show me how you are stepping into the snow. How does

it feel? Show me how you are feeling. As you take a walk, show me how deep the

snow is. How does it change the way you walk? How easy or hard is it to walk? As

you travel, you come to a small pond of ice. Step carefully onto the ice. How does

that feel? What will happen as you walk on the ice? How can you move differently

on the ice? Now step off the ice and show me what you’d like to do in the snow.

Make it look as real as you can.

�

� Back to the carpet and close your eyes. (Teacher note: Narrate the return journey.)

Open your eyes.

�

�

How did it feel to be in winter? How did it change the way you move? What did

you do differently because you were in winter? How is that different than what you

do in spring, summer or fall? What did you enjoy doing in the snow? On the ice?

�
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�� Draw a picture of yourself in the snow. Don’t forget to show everything you saw. �

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Describe what winter is like. Describe how winter is different from summer, spring

and fall. What are the special parts of winter that no other season has? Describe

how winter in Hawaii is different.

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe how you showed winter

with your body, face and voice.

Describe what winter is like.

Describe how winter in Hawaii is

different.

How can you tell it is winter by what

you see the other students do? How

did it change the way you move?

What do you have to do differently

in winter?

What did you enjoy doing in the

snow? On the ice? What did you do

that showed a good idea? What

could you do next time to make this

a good class?

���� �������� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Personal space is

respected. Students move

without touching others.

Personal space is

respected. Students

concentrate on avoiding

each other.

Personal space is

respected. Students

occasionally bump into

each other.

Personal space is not

respected. Students bump

into each other.

Movement is dynamic and

varied, using all parts of

the body.

Movement is varied, using

several body parts.

Movement is tentative

with little variety in use of

body.

Bodies are still and

unengaged.
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�� Draw a picture of yourself in the snow. Don’t forget to show everything you saw. �

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Describe what winter is like. Describe how winter is different from summer, spring

and fall. What are the special parts of winter that no other season has? Describe

how winter in Hawaii is different.

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe how you showed winter

with your body, face and voice.

Describe what winter is like.

Describe how winter in Hawaii is

different.

How can you tell it is winter by what

you see the other students do? How

did it change the way you move?

What do you have to do differently

in winter?

What did you enjoy doing in the

snow? On the ice? What did you do

that showed a good idea? What

could you do next time to make this

a good class?

���� �������� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Personal space is

respected. Students move

without touching others.

Personal space is

respected. Students

concentrate on avoiding

each other.

Personal space is

respected. Students

occasionally bump into

each other.

Personal space is not

respected. Students bump

into each other.

Movement is dynamic and

varied, using all parts of

the body.

Movement is varied, using

several body parts.

Movement is tentative

with little variety in use of

body.

Bodies are still and

unengaged.
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���� ���������� ������

������ The Three Billy Goats Gruff ������ K ��� �����������

Drama

���� ������

30 minutes

������ ��������� Students create and share a simple performance of a story as the teacher narrates. They

imitate specific creature movement and demonstrate their understanding of the story’s characters and setting.

������� 1. Self-Directed Learner

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA.K.3.1: Perform imitative movements.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Perform imitative

movements, with ease,

confidence, and accuracy.

Perform imitative

movements, with minimal

difficulty and no

significant errors.

Perform imitative

movements, with difficulty

and/or a few significant

errors.

Perform imitative

movements, with great

difficulty and/or many

significant errors.

��� ���� ����������� character, personal space, imagination, voice, body, story, character, freeze

������� ���� ���������� Literary Elements – LA.K.3.2: Identify characters and setting in a story read aloud.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Describe relationships

among characters and

setting in a story read

aloud.

Identify characters and

setting in a story read

aloud.

Name some characters

and/or limited aspects of

the setting in a story read

aloud.

Name very few characters

and/or name imprecise or

vague aspects of the

setting in a story read

aloud.

��������� ��� ��� Clear, open space for movement.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Story of The Three Billy Goats Gruff (various authors)

� Drum/mallet

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� how to freeze and have read the story.

�������� ����� As the students create the character, constantly validate their attempts and encourage them to try

new ways to move and make sounds. Take the time to do the same as the story is “performed.”

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

Who are the ���������� of The Three Billy Goats Gruff �����? What is different

about each of the goats? Describe how each goat is different from the others. Now

we are going to use our ������������ and create the ����������.

�

�

When you hear my drum, ������. Walk around the room at your own pace. Be

aware of others around you. Create your own �������� �����. Remember a ������

doesn’t move or talk. Walk around the room again, ������ on the drum beat. Now

walk like the goat ����������. Imagine you are the smallest billy goat. Using your

������, create the smallest billy goat. The smallest billy goat is very small. Continue

to move through the space as the smallest billy goat. When you hear my drum beat,

������ as the smallest billy goat.

�
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� How did you use your ������ to show the smallest billy goat? �

�

Use your ������ to show the middle-sized billy goat. Be aware of �������� �����.

Show how the middle-sized billy goat moves differently from the smallest billy goat.

Are the steps lighter or heavier? Is the shape of your ���� bigger or smaller?

�

�

������� you are now the largest billy goat. Move through the space as the largest

billy goat. Feel the difference in your ������ from the smallest and middle-sized billy

goats. Show me using your ���� as the largest billy goat. Are your steps heavier or

lighter? Is this billy goat older or younger than the other two billy goats? Use your

������ to show the age of the largest billy goat. And freeze.

�

�

What are the different settings of this �����? Who are the characters? Describe each

of the ����������. Describe how the Three Billy Goats move and sound differently

from each other. How did you use your ������ to show the middle-sized billy goat? �

�

We will now perform the ����� of The Three Billy Goats Gruff as I tell it. You will

play each of the billy goats.

Once upon a time, there were three billy goats gruff. A little billy goat. Show your

smallest billy goat character. ������. A middle-sized billy goat. ������. And a largest

billy goat. ������.

One day the smallest billy goat sees a rickety old bridge. On the other side of the

bridge is a meadow with green grass and apple trees. He walks over the bridge. A

troll appears and asks the smallest goat, “Who’s that walking on my bridge?”

The smallest billy goat replies (Teacher note: Ask students to reply as the billy goat).

“I’m a big bad troll and you are on my bridge. I’m going to eat you for lunch.” Then

the smallest billy goat replies (Teacher note: Ask students to reply as the smallest

billy goat). The troll says, “I guess I will let you cross.” The smallest billy goat runs

across the bridge. He eats the green grass and apples.

The next day the middle-sized billy goat sees the green grass and apple trees. He

walks across the bridge. A troll appears and asks the middle-sized billy goat, “Who’s

that walking on my bridge?” The middle-sized billy goat replies (Teacher note: Ask

students to reply as the billy goat). “I’m a big bad troll and you are on my bridge.

I’m going to eat you for lunch.” Then the middle-sized billy goat replies (Teacher

note: Ask students to reply as the billy goat). The troll says, “I guess I will let you

cross.” The middle-sized billy goat runs across the bridge. He eats the green grass

and apples.

The next day the largest billy goat sees the green grass and apple trees. He walks

across the bridge. The troll appears and asks the largest goat, “Who’s that walking

on my bridge?” The largest billy goat replies (Teacher note: Ask students to reply as

the billy goat). “I’m a big bad troll and you are on my bridge. I’m going to eat you

for lunch.” The largest billy goat lowers his head and charges toward the troll and

knocks the troll off the bridge. He then runs across the bridge and joins his brothers

for some green grass and apples.

�

The Three Billy Goats Gruff
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� How did you use your ������ to show the smallest billy goat? �

�

Use your ������ to show the middle-sized billy goat. Be aware of �������� �����.

Show how the middle-sized billy goat moves differently from the smallest billy goat.

Are the steps lighter or heavier? Is the shape of your ���� bigger or smaller?

�

�

������� you are now the largest billy goat. Move through the space as the largest

billy goat. Feel the difference in your ������ from the smallest and middle-sized billy

goats. Show me using your ���� as the largest billy goat. Are your steps heavier or

lighter? Is this billy goat older or younger than the other two billy goats? Use your

������ to show the age of the largest billy goat. And freeze.

�

�

What are the different settings of this �����? Who are the characters? Describe each

of the ����������. Describe how the Three Billy Goats move and sound differently

from each other. How did you use your ������ to show the middle-sized billy goat? �

�

We will now perform the ����� of The Three Billy Goats Gruff as I tell it. You will

play each of the billy goats.

Once upon a time, there were three billy goats gruff. A little billy goat. Show your

smallest billy goat character. ������. A middle-sized billy goat. ������. And a largest

billy goat. ������.

One day the smallest billy goat sees a rickety old bridge. On the other side of the

bridge is a meadow with green grass and apple trees. He walks over the bridge. A

troll appears and asks the smallest goat, “Who’s that walking on my bridge?”

The smallest billy goat replies (Teacher note: Ask students to reply as the billy goat).

“I’m a big bad troll and you are on my bridge. I’m going to eat you for lunch.” Then

the smallest billy goat replies (Teacher note: Ask students to reply as the smallest

billy goat). The troll says, “I guess I will let you cross.” The smallest billy goat runs

across the bridge. He eats the green grass and apples.

The next day the middle-sized billy goat sees the green grass and apple trees. He

walks across the bridge. A troll appears and asks the middle-sized billy goat, “Who’s

that walking on my bridge?” The middle-sized billy goat replies (Teacher note: Ask

students to reply as the billy goat). “I’m a big bad troll and you are on my bridge.

I’m going to eat you for lunch.” Then the middle-sized billy goat replies (Teacher

note: Ask students to reply as the billy goat). The troll says, “I guess I will let you

cross.” The middle-sized billy goat runs across the bridge. He eats the green grass

and apples.

The next day the largest billy goat sees the green grass and apple trees. He walks

across the bridge. The troll appears and asks the largest goat, “Who’s that walking

on my bridge?” The largest billy goat replies (Teacher note: Ask students to reply as

the billy goat). “I’m a big bad troll and you are on my bridge. I’m going to eat you

for lunch.” The largest billy goat lowers his head and charges toward the troll and

knocks the troll off the bridge. He then runs across the bridge and joins his brothers

for some green grass and apples.

�
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�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Identify the different ���������� of the �����. Describe how each ��������� is unique

from the others. For the �������� watching, how could you tell which size billy goat

other students were performing? What might you have done to show a smaller or

bigger billy goat? What else could you do to show the different billy goats?

Describe the different �������� of the �����.

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe the story’s characters.

Describe the difference between

how the three billy goats move and

sound. Describe the settings of

story.

How could you tell which size billy

goat other students were

performing?

What might you have done to show

a smaller or bigger billy goat? What

else could you do to show the

different billy goats?

���� �������� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Dynamic and imaginative

use of the voice and body

clearly communicates the

character and its purpose.

Varied use of the voice

and body conveys

different characters.

Voice and body are used

similarly from character to

character.

Neither voice nor body

gives any sense of the

different characters.
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���� ���������� ������

������ Shapes, Shapes, Shapes ������ K ��� �����������

Dance

���� ������

40 minutes

������ ��������� Students create frozen shapes at different levels, and movements that represent ideas in a

story.

������� 2. Community Contributor; 5. Effective Communicator

���� ���������� How the Arts Communicate – FA.K.4.2: Create movements that represent ideas, persons and

places.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Create an extensive variety

of movements to represent

ideas, persons, and places,

by using body, energy,

space, and time.

Create different

movements to represent

ideas, persons, and places,

by using body, energy,

space, and time.

Create some movements

to represent ideas,

persons, and places, by

using body, energy, space,

and time.

Create few movements to

represent ideas, persons,

and places, by using body,

energy, space, and time.

��� ���� ����������� shape (twisted, curved, straight, bent, pointed, stretched), freeze, level, body parts, personal

space, general space

������� ���� ���������� Discussion and Presentation – LA.K.6.1: Express ideas through simple activities, e.g.,

creative movement, choral speaking, show and tell, rhymes, poems and songs.

������� ���� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Clearly express ideas

through activities.

Express ideas through

simple activities.

Express some ideas

through simple activities.

Express very few ideas

through simple activities.

��������� ��� ��� Large open space; all tables and chairs pushed to side.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Hand drum

� Magazine or calendar photos of shapes found in our natural and manmade environment

� Anne G. Gilbert. Creative Dance for All Ages. p. 240 and p. 247, ����� �����

� Optional: Susan Kuklin and Bill T. Jones. Dance! With Bill T. Jones. Hyperion Press, 1998.

�������� �����

� Some students may think that “shape” only refers to circles, squares, triangles, etc. Tell them that dancers call

any frozen position of the body a “shape” also.

� Use a drum or other percussion instrument to cue freezing and to cue when you want students to begin

carrying out your instructions.
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�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� (Students and teacher sit on floor in a large circle.) Today, we are all going to dance.

Dancers use their whole body when they dance. Can you name some different parts

of your body that can move? Show us how that part moves. Can you find another

way to move it? (Repeat with other ���� ����� they suggest.)

�

� When people dance, they move their bodies in all kinds of different ways.

Sometimes, they don’t move at all. Let’s practice �������� our hands. Shake them

fast, until you hear two beats on my drum, then stop right away, keeping your hands

in the same position they were in the moment you heard the drum. Stay frozen

until I tell you, “unfreeze,” or “rest,” or “relax.” Let’s try our hands again...our

legs...stand up and try your whole body.

�

� Sit down and freeze. When I tap the drum once and say "change," you must quickly

find a new way of sitting frozen. Try lying-down shapes. ������ sitting or lying in

twisted, bent, stretched, big, small, upside-down, and tunnel shapes.

�

� We’ve been sitting and lying on the floor. We call this “low �����.” Freeze your

body where you think “high level” is. What about “middle level”? Freeze at middle

level and be twisted…high level and curved…etc.

�

� (Students sit in rows to look at book and photos.) What ������ do you see in this

photo? Do you see anything that is twisted, bent, curved, straight, or pointy? Stay

seated and just use your upper body to make these shapes. Let’s make a list of all

the shapes you see (could additionally include spiral, geometric shapes).

�

� As I tell you this story about a shape that has many adventures, you imagine moving

your body to show the story. (Teacher note: Create your own story or use this one

from Anne Green Gilbert’s book.) “Twisted shape went skipping down the road

toward the dark forest. A witch came along and turned twisted shape into a little

angular (recommend using “bent” instead) shape. This shape crept out of the dark

forest into a big wind. The wind spun angular (bent) shape around and around

until it turned into a big curvy shape. Big curvy shape rolled down a hill and

bumped into a magician. The magician changed big curvy shape back into twisted

shape and twisted shape ran home and fell asleep.”

�

� When I say go, you will find your �������� �����. This means you will all spread out

into the ������� ����� and find a spot to stay on. Do not get too close to anyone or

anything. Do not leave any big empty spaces in the room. I will read the story

again, and you will show with your whole body how your shape changes. When I

start to read, you may leave your spot and travel in our general space. You must not

touch anyone! Imagine you have a big bubble around you—you don’t want to burst

your or anyone else’s bubble. Travel in the spaces between people; look for places

no one else is. (Teacher note: read story slowly.)

�

�� (Divide class into 2 groups.) Group 1 will perform the same story we just did while

Group 2 watches.

Describe what shapes you saw the performers make. What levels?

Switch groups.

� �

�

Shapes, Shapes, Shapes
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�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� (Students and teacher sit on floor in a large circle.) Today, we are all going to dance.

Dancers use their whole body when they dance. Can you name some different parts

of your body that can move? Show us how that part moves. Can you find another

way to move it? (Repeat with other ���� ����� they suggest.)

�

� When people dance, they move their bodies in all kinds of different ways.

Sometimes, they don’t move at all. Let’s practice �������� our hands. Shake them

fast, until you hear two beats on my drum, then stop right away, keeping your hands

in the same position they were in the moment you heard the drum. Stay frozen

until I tell you, “unfreeze,” or “rest,” or “relax.” Let’s try our hands again...our

legs...stand up and try your whole body.

�

� Sit down and freeze. When I tap the drum once and say "change," you must quickly

find a new way of sitting frozen. Try lying-down shapes. ������ sitting or lying in

twisted, bent, stretched, big, small, upside-down, and tunnel shapes.

�

� We’ve been sitting and lying on the floor. We call this “low �����.” Freeze your

body where you think “high level” is. What about “middle level”? Freeze at middle

level and be twisted…high level and curved…etc.

�

� (Students sit in rows to look at book and photos.) What ������ do you see in this

photo? Do you see anything that is twisted, bent, curved, straight, or pointy? Stay

seated and just use your upper body to make these shapes. Let’s make a list of all

the shapes you see (could additionally include spiral, geometric shapes).

�

� As I tell you this story about a shape that has many adventures, you imagine moving

your body to show the story. (Teacher note: Create your own story or use this one

from Anne Green Gilbert’s book.) “Twisted shape went skipping down the road

toward the dark forest. A witch came along and turned twisted shape into a little

angular (recommend using “bent” instead) shape. This shape crept out of the dark

forest into a big wind. The wind spun angular (bent) shape around and around

until it turned into a big curvy shape. Big curvy shape rolled down a hill and

bumped into a magician. The magician changed big curvy shape back into twisted

shape and twisted shape ran home and fell asleep.”

�

� When I say go, you will find your �������� �����. This means you will all spread out

into the ������� ����� and find a spot to stay on. Do not get too close to anyone or

anything. Do not leave any big empty spaces in the room. I will read the story

again, and you will show with your whole body how your shape changes. When I

start to read, you may leave your spot and travel in our general space. You must not

touch anyone! Imagine you have a big bubble around you—you don’t want to burst

your or anyone else’s bubble. Travel in the spaces between people; look for places

no one else is. (Teacher note: read story slowly.)

�

�� (Divide class into 2 groups.) Group 1 will perform the same story we just did while

Group 2 watches.

Describe what shapes you saw the performers make. What levels?

Switch groups.

� �

�
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�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

���� ����� �� ��� ���� �� ���� ��� �����

��� ���� ������ �� ��� ����� � ������ ��� ���� ���� ������� �����

��� �� ��� ����� ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ��� ����� �� �������� �� ���� ������

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����
��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

�������� ��� ������ ��� ���� ����

��� ��� ��� ���� ��� ����������

�������� ����� �����

���� ����� �� ���� ���� ���� ���

�����

��� ���� ������ �� ��� ����� �

������ ��� ���� ���� ������� �����

�� ��� ����� ��� ��� ���� ����

���� ���� ��� ����� �� �������� ��

���� ������ ��� �� ��� ����� ���

���� ����� �� ��� ���� �� ���� ���

�����

���� �������� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

������ ������� ������ ��

��������� �������

������ ������ ���� �����

���� �� ��������� �������

������ ����� ���� ������

���� ���� �� ��� ������

������ ������ ����� ����

������

�������� ������� ��� ����

������� ������ �����

����������� ����� ���� ��

�������� ����� �������� ����

�������� ��� ��������

������ ����������

�������� ������ ���������� ����������� ��������

�������
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���� ������

������ All Kinds of Lines ������ K ��� �����������

Visual Arts

���� ������

35 Minutes

������ ��������� Students use a variety of art media, tools, and processes to draw a variety of straight, curved,

zigzag, thick, thin lines.

������� 4. Produce Quality Work; 5. Effective Communicator

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized –

FA.K.1.1: Use developmentally appropriate art vocabulary.

FA.K.1.2: Use developmentally appropriate art media, tools, and processes.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

FA.K.1.1:

Use developmentally

appropriate art vocabulary

with accuracy.

FA.K.1.1:

Use developmentally

appropriate art vocabulary

with no significant errors.

FA.K.1.1:

Use developmentally

appropriate art vocabulary

with few significant errors.

FA.K.1.1:

Use developmentally

appropriate art vocabulary

with many significant

errors.

FA.K.1.2:

Consistently uses

developmentally

appropriate art media,

tools, and processes.

FA.K.1.2:

Usually uses

developmentally

appropriate art media,

tools, and processes.

FA.K.1.2:

Sometimes uses

developmentally

appropriate art media,

tools, and processes.

FA.K.1.2:

Rarely uses

developmentally

appropriate art media,

tools, and processes.

��� ���� ����������� line (straight, curved, zigzag, thick, thin), primary colors: (red, yellow, blue), media

��������� ��� ��� Group gathering for first part of lesson and reflection. Regular class set up for hands-on

lesson.

��������� � ��������� �������

Each student needs:

� Nine index cards

� Drawing pencil

� Marker pens, oil pastels, or chalk – primary colors only

� Glue stick

� 12 x 18 black construction paper.

Suggested art prints to share:

� Vassily Kandinsky: ����� �����, �����������, ����� ����� (These can be found at www.guggenheim.org)

� Any art prints showing clear use of lines.

All Kinds of Lines
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�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�
�������� ����� ������ �������� ������ ��� ��� �������

���� �� ��� ����� �� ����� �� ���� ���� ����� �� ��� ���� ���� �������

��� ��� ��� ���� ��� ������ ��������� ��� �� ��� �������� �� ����� ������� �� ������

����� �� ��� ����� �� ���� ���� ��� ����� �� ����� ��� �� ��� ����� �� ����� �����

��������� ��������� ���� �� �������� ��� ������� ��� ������ ������� ���� ����� ���������

������

��������� �� ���� �� ������� ������� �� ������� ������ ��� ����������

�

��

�������� ����� ����������� ���� ���� �� ������� ��� ��������� ����� �������� ��

�������� ���� ���� ������ ������ ����

�� ���� �� ���� ��������� ���� ����������� ���� ����� ���� ���� �������

�� ���� �� ���� ��������� ���� ����������� ����� ����� ���� � �������

��� �� ��� ����� �� ��� ������ ��� ������ �� ��� �������� ������ ��� ��� ������� ��

���� ����� ��� ������ ������� ������� ������� ������ ��� ����� ������� ��� ����

�� ���� �� ���� ������ ����� ����� ��� ������� ������ ���� ���� ��������

�� ���� �� ���� ������ ����� ���� ���� ������� ������ ���� ���� ��� ��������

�� ���� �� ���� ������ ����� ����� ���� �� ������� ����� ���� ������ ��� ��� �� ����

�������

��� ��� ��������� � ������ ��� ���� ���� ������ �� ����� ��� ����� �� ������ ����

������ ���� ��� ������� ���� ����� �� ����� ���� ��� ������� ����� �� �� ����� ��� ��

����� ���� ��� �� ���� ���� �� ��� ����� ��������� �� ����� ��������� ����� �� �����

��� �������

�

��
���� ��� ������ ���� ������ ������� ���� �� ���� ����� ������������ ����� �� ���

����� ��� ����� ���� �� ���� ���� ����� ��������� ���� ��� ���� �� � ����� �����

���� ���� ������ ����� ������ �� ���� ���� ���� �� ��� ������ ����� ������ ����

��������� ����� �� ���� ��������� ��� ����� ���� ������� �� ��� ������� �� ����

����� ��� ���� ���� ���� ������

�

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

���� ��� ��� ����� ����� ����� ������ ����� ������

���� ����� �� ����� ��� ����� ��� ��� ��� �� ���� ��������

������� ��� ��������� ����� �� ����� ��� ���� ��� ��������� ���������

���� ��� ���� �������� ������� ����

�� ��� ���� �� �� ���� ������ ���� ����� ��� �� ����������� �� ������� ���� �����

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

���� ����� �� ����� ��� �� ��� ���

������ ���� ��� ��� ������� ���

���� ����� �� ����� ��� ����� ���

��� ��� �� ���� ��������

������� ��� ��������� ����� �� �����

��� ���� ��� ��������� ���������

�� ��� ���� �� �� ������� ��������

���� ����� ��� �� ����������� ��

������� ���� �����
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���� ������

������ The Wind ������ K ��� �����������

Music

���� ������

30 minutes

������ ��������� The students create vocal sounds that will "mimic" the sound of the wind during different

weather patterns demonstrating a range of sounds – high, low, loud, quiet.

������� �. Complex Thinker, 4. Quality Producer

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA.K.2.2: Demonstrate simple representation of high and low,

short and long, loud and soft, fast and slow.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Demonstrate an extensive

variety of simple

representations of high

and low, short and long,

loud and soft, and fast

and slow.

Demonstrate a variety of

simple representations of

high and low, short and

long, loud and soft, and

fast and slow.

Demonstrate some simple

representations of high

and low, short and long,

loud and soft, and fast

and slow.

Demonstrate one or two

simple representations of

high and low, short and

long, loud and soft, and

fast and slow.

��� ���� ����������� voice, dynamics (loud/quiet), high/low, tempo (fast/slow), echo, symphony orchestra

��������� ��� ��� Gathered as a group on the floor.

��������� � ��������� �������

Poem by Christina Georgina Rosetti: "Who has Seen the Wind"

CD Player

Beethoven, Symphony No. 6 'Pastoral,' London 417 765-2 (Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Sir Georg Solti)

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� some sound qualities of the wind.

�������� ����� Create a calm space and atmosphere before beginning, as this activity can get quite noisy.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

(Teacher note: Recite this poem. Say it several times with a different quality of

����� - ����, �����, natural; ���� or ����.)

"Who has seen the wind?

Neither you nor I

But when the leaves bow down their heads,

The wind is passing by."

� Can you use your ����� to make some wind sounds? (Allow students time to explore

random sounds.)

Can they go �����

Now can they go ���?

How about ���� and ����?

(Teacher note: Encourage experimentation with voice.)

�

The Wind
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� What happens when there is a storm? Are the sounds ���� or ����� Using your voice

can you show me what the wind sounds like during a storm? What are some things

that happen during a storm?

What if there is thunder and lightning? Are the sounds ���� or ����t? Again, using

your voice, can you show me?

� �

� (Teacher note: Teach the students “Who has seen the Wind?” by having students

���� each line, then 2 lines, then the whole rhyme until they have learned the whole

poem.)

�

� Can we say this poem as if we were in the midst of a storm?

How about if we were lying calmly in bed?

(Let students suggest other scenarios with the wind – calm, playful, strong, etc. Let

them experiment with their voices to create these sounds and say the poem).

�

� �

�� Let's listen to how a composer using a �������� ��������� described the wind.

(Teacher note: play about 2 minutes of the 4th movement of Symphony No. 6.)

What kind of weather did the music represent? How could we tell? Was it ���� or

�����?

Now let's listen to another part of the same composition. (Teacher note: Play the

beginning of the 5th movement of Symphony No. 6.)

Was this part same or different? If different, how? (����������� ���������� How did

this part make you feel? What kind of weather was being played?

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Describe what you heard the orchestra do to make the sounds of the storm. When

you used your voice to create a storm, how does it differ from the orchestra? Which

did you prefer, your voices as the storm or the orchestra’s version? Why?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe your voice when you use it

to represent a storm.

Describe what you heard the

orchestra do to make the sounds of

the storm.

When you used your voice to create

a storm, how does it differ from the

orchestra?

Which did you prefer, your voices as

the storm or the orchestra’s version?

Why?
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���� ������

������ Sound Walk ������ K ��� �����������
Music

���� ������

50 minutes

������ ��������� Students listen to different types of music and discuss the sources and purpose of the music.

������� 3. Complex Thinker

���� ���������� How the Arts Shape and Reflect Culture – FA.K.2.4: Identify various sources of music that can

be heard in daily life and their purpose.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Identify an extensive

variety of sources of music

that can be heard in daily

life, reflecting a high

degree of sensitivity to the

presence of music in the

environment; and are able

to identify nearly all of the

major characteristics that

make the music suitable

for the occasion.

Identify various sources of

music that can be heard in

daily life, and the list of

events or occasions

appears to be reasonable;

and are able to identify

most of the important

characteristics that make

the music suitable for the

occasion.

Identify some sources of

music that can be heard in

daily life, but appear to be

overlooking occasions on

which they are likely to

have performed or heard

music; or are occasionally

inaccurate or formulaic

when describing the

music's purpose.

Identify a few one or two

sources of music that can

be heard in daily life, but

appear to be overlooking

occasions on which they

are likely to have

performed or heard

music, and are frequently

inaccurate or formulaic

when describing the

music's purpose.

��� ���� ����������� beat, rhythm, orchestra

��������� ��� ��� Students will go on a walk outside of the room, then return to the room and gather in a

group on the floor.

��������� � ��������� �������

� Tape recorder and tape

� DVD or VHS player/TV

� ������� ����� from Nutcracker Suite, Tchaikovsky, Bowmar Orchestral Library Series I (Stories in Ballet and

Opera) track 8

� Stomp Out Loud. Dir. Luke Cresswell, S. McNicholas, VHS/DVD. HBO Studios, 1997. (Available at

Amazon.com)

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� music can be created by various sources, have experiences with

beat, rhythm.

�������� ����� Prep the students for the walk. They should not talk during the walk so that you are able to

capture other sounds – feet walking on the sidewalk, gravel, and wood. Stop along the way to listen for birds

chirping, or wind in the trees.

Sound Walk
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�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

��
Today we are going on a special walk. We will be taking a tape recorder and we will

be taping sounds that we hear along our walk. In order to get good sounds along

the way, we have to walk without talking.

(Take students out for the walk to record sounds.)

��
(Back in the classroom.)

Listen to the tape of the sounds that we recorded. Tell me about the sounds you

hear. Can you identify the sounds? What made those sounds? Where else would

you hear these sounds like these? Music is defined as "organized" sound – that

means it has a ���� and ������. What sounds on our tape could be considered

music? Yes, many of the sounds that we hear as we walk along, although they are

not created by a traditional musical instrument, can be considered music.

�

��
Now let’s view excerpts from Stomp Out Loud.

How did the group create the music? How were the sounds similar to our sound

tape? How was it different? Where would you expect to hear this kind of music?

�

�� Listen to this recorded selection. (Teacher note: Play ������� ������ ) Where would

you hear this kind of music? (An ��������� plays the music�� Can you tell me where

else you would hear music like this? (concert, sometimes cartoons)

At what other events would you hear music? Can you describe the music? How is

the music at a football game (church, shopping mall, restaurant, in cartoons) similar

or different from the ��������� recording or the Stomp Out Loud video? Music is

used for different purposes. Can you tell me why you would go to a concert? Why

would we want music in a shopping mall or restaurant? What does music do for a

cartoon or any movie that you may be watching?

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Can you name different occasions or events where you would have music? Describe

the kinds of music you would hear. What was the purpose of the music?

What would it be like without music or sounds in our every day lives? Is it important

to have music in our lives? Why? Why not?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe the sounds you hear on

the tape.

Can you name different occasions

or events where you would have

music? Describe the kind of music

you would hear.

How do you think these sounds

were created? Where else would you

hear these sounds? How does this

sound make you feel? What do you

think is the purpose of the music in

church/mall/restaurant/cartoons?

What would it be like without

music or sounds in our every day

life?

Is it important to have music and

sounds in our lives? Why? Why not?
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���� ������

������ Imaginary Journey ������ K ��� �����������

Drama

���� ������

20 minutes

������ ��������� Students create movement sequences that imitate daily actions and emotions.

������� 1. Self-Directed Learner

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA.K.3.1: Perform imitative movements.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Perform imitative

movements, with ease,

confidence, and accuracy.

Perform imitative

movements, with minimal

difficulty and no

significant errors.

Perform imitative

movements, with difficulty

and/or a few significant

errors.

Perform imitative

movements, with great

difficulty and/or many

significant errors.

��� ���� ����������� imagination, personal space, body

��������� ��� ��� Clear, open space for movement.

��������� � ��������� ������� Tambourine or drum

����� �� ���� ������� �������� ���� �� ���� how to follow directions, freeze and use personal space.

�������� ����� Encourage students to make the walks and moments look as real as possible. Give them more

than one chance to try each step, encouraging them to be aware of how they incorporate every part of their body,

from feet to knees to back to shoulders to head. Point out good examples. Remind them to stay in their own

personal space. To control student focus, ask students to freeze in place at any time in the process.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

�

We are going to use our ������������ to go on a journey. Using your ����, you are

going to show what happens on this journey. You can move anywhere in the room

but be aware of your �������� �����, no touching anyone or anything in the room,

as you move with the other children.

�

Something nice happened to you. You are happy and eager to get home to tell

someone. What does this happy walk look like? �

�

Suddenly a big dog appears on the sidewalk ahead of you. What do you do? His

teeth are bared and he is growling. You are scared. What does your scared walk

look like?

�

�

The dog stopped chasing you. You are relieved, but still a little nervous. You look

at the houses around you. Somehow they don’t look familiar at all. You are lost.

What does your lost walk look like?

�

�

You see something being blown by the wind. It is something very beautiful. You

want it. What does your walk look like now? You try to catch it or grab it. What

does your walk look like now? Show me what you have discovered by how you use

it.

�

Imaginary Journey
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�
The wind blows harder. You push against it. What does your walk look like now?

The wind changes direction and blows from behind you. You feel like you’re

sailing. What does your walk look like now? The wind blows you through the front

door and into your favorite chair. Show me how you feel as you sit in your chair.

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Describe how you showed different feelings and movements. What did you do with

you body? Face? Describe the actions you used to show you were feeling at each

point in the journey and how your movement changed. How did you change the

way your ���� moved? What parts of your ���� helped you express your ideas

and/or feelings? What did you do that you think was very good? What could you

better next time?

�

���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����

��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

Describe how you showed different

feelings and movements. What did

you do with your body? Describe

how you showed the same idea in

more than one way.

How could the class tell what

actions or feelings you were

showing? How could you tell what

others in your class were showing?

What did you do that you think was

very good? What could you better

next time?

���� �������� �������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Personal space is respected

as students focus on

movement without

touching others.

Personal space is

respected, but students

concentrate too much on

avoiding each other.

Personal space is respected

although students

occasionally bump into

each other.

Personal space is not

respected. Students bump

into each other.

Movements are dynamic

and varied, using all parts

of the body.

Movement is varied, using

several body parts.

Movement is tentative

with little variety in use of

body or space.

Bodies remain still and

unengaged.
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���� ������

������ Move and Freeze ������ K ��� �����������

Dance

���� ������

30 minutes

������ ��������� This introductory lesson teaches students how to freeze in different shapes and allows them

to explore different ways of moving their bodies.

������� 2. Community Contributor; 3. Complex Thinker

���� ���������� How the Arts are Organized – FA.K.4.1: Use body, energy, space, and time to move in

different ways.

������ ����� �� ���� ����������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

Use body, energy, space,

and time to move in an

extensive variety of

different ways.

Use body, energy, space,

and time to move in a

variety of different ways.

Use body, energy, space,

and time to move in some

different ways.

Use body, energy, space,

and time to move in a few

different ways.

��� ���� ����������� shape, freeze, level (low, middle, high), direction (forward, sideways, backward), personal

space, AKA “space bubble,” general space, tempo (fast and slow), energy (tight and loose)

��������� ��� ��� Large, open space; all tables and chairs pushed aside.

��������� � ��������� �������

� hand drum

� light, lively music, e.g., Celtic or zydeco; CD player

�������� �����

� Let children explore several ways of doing the same thing (e.g., traveling at low level) before going on to the

next thing. Note that twisting movements are different than twisted shapes. Children should understand the

difference, and practice both. (Same with stretching, bending, curving, etc.)

� Use a drum or other percussion instrument to cue freezing and to cue when you want students to begin

carrying out your instructions.

�

������� ���������
������ ������� �������

� (Students and teacher sit on floor in a large circle.) Copy the way I say hello with my

elbow...my shoulders...my foot. Does someone else have another way of saying hello

with his/her body? (Volunteers show one by one while rest of class copies.) Try

using different parts of the body to say hello.

� �

� Today, we will be moving our bodies in all different kinds of ways, and also ��������

our bodies. Let’s practice freezing. When you hear two beats on my drum, you

must stop moving immediately, and be still and quiet, until I give you the signal to

relax or rest. Let’s shake our hands ���� and ���, in ����� and ������. Freeze (give

drum cue�. Let’s see if our legs know how to freeze. Shake your legs. Freeze (give

drum cue). Let’s try our whole body—stand up and wiggle it. Freeze (give drum cue).

How could your freezing be better? Let’s try again.

�
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� Now, stand on your spot and stretch. Stretch your arms high, sideways and

behind. Freeze. Look at all the stretched shapes you are making. Stretch again.

Stay in place, don’t go anywhere, but you can still stretch your legs, too. Stretch at

low, middle and high levels. (Teacher note: Freeze them at random times; verbally

note their shapes.) Try twisting…curving…bending motions. Freeze whenever you

hear the cue. (Teacher note: Call out the different motions interspersed with

freezes.)

�

� Stand and freeze at a high level. Freeze at a low level. Freeze at a middle level.

Change quickly as I call out levels. Find a way to freeze twisted at low level, stretch

at middle level, etc. (combine levels and shapes). What do these shapes remind you

of? What can you do to make your shapes really different each time?

�

�� When I say "go" you can leave the circle and travel through space in our general

space. You must not touch anyone! Imagine you have a big bubble around you –

you don't want to burst your or anyone else's bubble. Inside your bubble is called

your “personal space.” Travel in the spaces between people; look for places where

no one else is. Go until you hear the freeze cue.

Change to low-level traveling. Will everyone travel at low level the same way? Try

another way of traveling at low level. Change to high-level, middle-level traveling.

Now travel sideways. Try careful backward walking. What do you have to do when

you walk backwards? Right, look over your shoulder.

(Teacher note: Call out directions that combine direction and level, e.g., walk

sideways at middle level. Optional: try skipping, hopping, and/or jumping instead

of walking.)

Being very careful, travel quickly in the general space. Now try slow motion walking.

Even slower! Keep changing the tempo of your walking.

Walk forward with tight energy, as if your whole body was stiff. Now do the

opposite, walk loosely, like you are a cooked spaghetti noodle.

Everyone come to this side of the room and sit down. One by one, as I call your

name, you will travel across the room. What level, direction, tempo and energy will

you use? The rest of us will guess what you are doing.

(Teacher note: Upbeat, lively, light music can be played to accompany this.)

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Describe some of the ways you saw students traveling across the general space.

What do these movements remind you of?

What are other ways of moving that we can try next time?

�
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� Now, stand on your spot and stretch. Stretch your arms high, sideways and

behind. Freeze. Look at all the stretched shapes you are making. Stretch again.

Stay in place, don’t go anywhere, but you can still stretch your legs, too. Stretch at

low, middle and high levels. (Teacher note: Freeze them at random times; verbally

note their shapes.) Try twisting…curving…bending motions. Freeze whenever you

hear the cue. (Teacher note: Call out the different motions interspersed with

freezes.)

�

� Stand and freeze at a high level. Freeze at a low level. Freeze at a middle level.

Change quickly as I call out levels. Find a way to freeze twisted at low level, stretch

at middle level, etc. (combine levels and shapes). What do these shapes remind you

of? What can you do to make your shapes really different each time?

�

�� When I say "go" you can leave the circle and travel through space in our general

space. You must not touch anyone! Imagine you have a big bubble around you –

you don't want to burst your or anyone else's bubble. Inside your bubble is called

your “personal space.” Travel in the spaces between people; look for places where

no one else is. Go until you hear the freeze cue.

Change to low-level traveling. Will everyone travel at low level the same way? Try

another way of traveling at low level. Change to high-level, middle-level traveling.

Now travel sideways. Try careful backward walking. What do you have to do when

you walk backwards? Right, look over your shoulder.

(Teacher note: Call out directions that combine direction and level, e.g., walk

sideways at middle level. Optional: try skipping, hopping, and/or jumping instead

of walking.)

Being very careful, travel quickly in the general space. Now try slow motion walking.

Even slower! Keep changing the tempo of your walking.

Walk forward with tight energy, as if your whole body was stiff. Now do the

opposite, walk loosely, like you are a cooked spaghetti noodle.

Everyone come to this side of the room and sit down. One by one, as I call your

name, you will travel across the room. What level, direction, tempo and energy will

you use? The rest of us will guess what you are doing.

(Teacher note: Upbeat, lively, light music can be played to accompany this.)

�

�

������� ���������� ���� ���������

Describe some of the ways you saw students traveling across the general space.

What do these movements remind you of?

What are other ways of moving that we can try next time?

�
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���������� ���������� �� ��� �������� ������� ������� �� ����� �� �������� �� ��� ������ �� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����
��� ���� �� ����� ���� ���� ��� ����������

���� �� �������� ���� �� ��������� ���� �� ��������

�������� ���� �� ��� ���� ��� ���

�������� ��������� ������ ��� �������

������ ����� ������ ����������

������ ��� ��������

���� �� ����� ������ ����

���������� ������ ��� ���

��� ����� ���� �������� �� �������

���� ��� ����� ���� �� ������ ����

�� ��� ��� ���� �����

���� �������� ������

�������� ���������� ��������� ���������� ������

������� ����������� ��

��� ������ ��� ����

�������� ��������� ���

����� ����� ���� ��� ��

������

������ �� ���� ���� ������

����� ���� ��� �� ������

���� ��� ������ ��� ����

������ ������ ���� ��� ��

������

���� ������ ����� ������

��� �� ������

�������� ������ �����

������ ������� ��������

�������

�� ��� ����� ������

����� ������ ������� ���

������

������������ ����

������� ����� �������

������������ ���� ����

�������
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